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Abstract: In view of the low interpretability of existing collaborative filtering
recommendation algorithms and the difficulty of extracting information from
content-based recommendation algorithms, we propose an efficient KGRS model.
KGRS first obtains reasoning paths of knowledge graph and embeds the entities of
paths into vectors based on knowledge representation learning TransD algorithm,
then uses LSTM and soft attention mechanism to capture the semantic of each path
reasoning, then uses convolution operation and pooling operation to distinguish the
importance of different paths reasoning. Finally, through the full connection layer
and sigmoid function to get the prediction ratings, and the items are sorted according
to the prediction ratings to get the user’s recommendation list. KGRS is tested on the
movielens-100k dataset. Compared with the related representative algorithm,
including the state-of-the-art interpretable recommendation models RKGE and
RippleNet, the experimental results show that KGRS has good recommendation
interpretation and higher recommendation accuracy.
Keywords: Knowledge graph; collaborative filtering; deep learning; interpretable
recommendation; knowledge representation learning

1 Introduction
With the promotion and popularization of information society, the rapid development of Internet
technology makes information present in front of users in an explosive growth trend. It is difficult for users
to obtain the really useful part of information from the problem of information overload. How to effectively
screen information for users is a topic in the era of big data. The main problem of recommendation system
research is how to find the content that every user is interested in from the overloaded information and push
the content to the user. Recommendation algorithms mainly include collaborative filtering recommendation
(CF), content-based recommendation and so on [1].
In recent years, deep learning has made great breakthroughs and achievements in image processing,
natural language processing, speech recognition and other fields due to its strong representation learning
ability, which also brings new opportunities for the research of recommendation system. However, most of
these recommendations based on deep learning are based on the idea of matrix decomposition, only
considering the rating data of users and items, which restrains the recommendation effect of the models [2].
Collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm attempts to use the willingness of the crowd for
recommendation [3]. Although collaborative filtering has achieved significant results in recommendation
accuracy, it often faces problems such as cold start and lack of interpretability [4]. Content-based
recommendation attempts to model users and items with various available content information. The content
of an item is usually easy for users to understand, so in content-based recommendation, users can usually
intuitively explain why the item is recommended. However, it is a time-consuming task to collect the
required content information in different recommendation contexts [4]. In contrast, the construction of
knowledge graph only needs to use entities and the relationships between entities, which will greatly reduce
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the workload of extracting content information. As a new auxiliary data, knowledge graph has also attracted
wide attention of academia and industry [5].
Based on the above background, this paper proposes KGRS (Knowledge Graph Representation
Reasoning for Recommendation System) model. Experimental results on the MovieLens-100K dataset
show that compared with the recent advanced interpretable recommendation model RKGE (Recurrent
Knowledge Graph Embedding) [6] and RippleNet [7], the proposed model can achieve higher
recommendation accuracy and it have good interpretability.
2 Related Work
2.1 Recommendation Based on Deep Learning
Salakhutdinov first applied deep learning to recommendation system in [8], and proposed a
collaborative filtering model based on Restricted Boltzmann machines. Huang proposed a deep structured
semantic model in [9]. In 2017, He X proposed a neural collaborative filtering algorithm combining multilayer perceptron model and generalized matrix decomposition model in [10], further improving the
performance of the recommended model. However, most of these algorithm models are based on the idea
of matrix decomposition, only considering the rating data of users and items, which restrains the
recommendation effect of the models.
2.2 Collaborative Filtering Recommendation
The earliest collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm is user-based collaborative filtering
proposed by Resnick in [11]. Later, Sarwar introduced the collaborative filtering algorithm based on items
in [12]. When the collaborative filtering is combined with the latent factor model (LFM) introduced by
Koren in [13], the collaborative filtering is further successful. To some extent, collaborative filtering can
be explained according to the principle of algorithm design. For example, users-based collaborative filtering
can be interpreted as: the recommended items are the items that users like similar to the user. Item-based
CF can be interpreted as: the recommended items are similar to the items the user like. However, compared
with many content-based recommendation algorithms, it lacks interpretability. In addition, a user often only
comments on a few movies, and CF will face the problem of cold start.
2.3 Content Based Recommendation
Content based recommendation attempts to model users and items with various available content
information. The content-based recommendation includes the content-based collaborative filtering system
proposed by Ricci [14] and Pazzani [15]. Although content-based recommendation has better
interpretability, it is a time-consuming task to collect the required content information under different
background of recommendation.
2.4 Recommendation Based on Knowledge Graph
Knowledge graph contains rich information of users and items, which also provides more intuitive and
targeted interpretation for the generation of recommended items. And building knowledge graph only needs
to use the relationship between entities, which will greatly reduce the workload of content-based
recommendation to extract content information.
The extended latent factor model [16], which represents different semantics according to the path
connecting two entities, is introduced into the recommendation system, such as the Meta-Path in [17]. This
method is helpful to infer user preferences based on the similarity of items, so as to generate effective
recommendations. However, the Meta-Path method relies heavily on the characteristics of hand-made
Meta-Path and requires additional domain knowledge. Moreover, the feature of manual meta-path is often
incomplete, so it is difficult to cover all possible entity relationships, which hinders the improvement of
recommendation quality. Compared with Meta-Path, knowledge graph representation learning can
automatically learn the semantic embedding of entities in knowledge graph, and has better effect than Meta-
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Path [6]. The study of knowledge graph-based representation learning has made great progress [18]. Among
them, a series of translation representation learning algorithms are concerned. In [19], Borders proposed
the TransE algorithm. The basic method of TransE is to give a triple (h, r, t), and use the relation r vector
as the translation between the head entity h vector and the tail entity r vector. In order to solve the limitation
of transE model in dealing with 1-n, n-1, n-n complex relations, TransH [20] model uses both translation
vector and normal vector of hyperplane to express the relation r. Although the TransH model makes each
entity have different representations under different relationships, it still assumes that entities and
relationships are in the same semantic space, which limits the representation ability of TransH to some
extent. TansR [21] model holds that an entity is a complex of multiple attributes, and different relationships
focus on different attributes of entities. TransR believes that different relationships have different semantic
spaces. For each triplet, the entity should be projected into the corresponding relationship space, and then
the translation relationship from the first entity to the last entity should be established. In order to solve the
problem that too many parameters in TansR may differ greatly from the types or attributes of the head and
tail entities of a relationship, Ji et al. [22] Proposed the TransD model, which set up two projection matrices
that project the head entity and the tail entity into the relationship space respectively.
3 The Proposed KGRS
The KGRS proposed in this paper combines the knowledge graph and deep learning method, first
obtains the reasoning path of the knowledge graph, then uses the knowledge graph representation learning
TransD method to turn the entities in the reasoning paths into vectors, and finally uses the deep learning to
capture the reasoning semantics of the paths to obtain the prediction ratings. The whole model framework
is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Framework of the KGRS model
3.1 The Reasoning Paths of Interpretability
We use all triples (h, r, t) to construct the graph, and then use the method of constructing graph to
search the reasoning paths in the knowledge graph. Specifically, entities are mapped to vertices in the graph,
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and relationships are mapped to edges in the graph. By specifying two entities to traverse the whole graph,
all paths of the two entities can be obtained. These paths are the reasoning paths between two entities. Fig.
2 is a partial diagram.
The reasoning path “u186→i540→g3→i322” can indicate that the user u186 likes the movie i540, the
movie i540 belongs to g3 genre, and the movie i322 also belongs to g3 genre, so the user u186 may like the
movie i322; the reasoning path “u186→i540 →a152 →i322” can indicate that the user u186 likes the movie
i540, the movie i540 have been acted by a152, and the movie i322 has also been played by a152, so the user
u186 can also like the movie i322. This example emphasizes that different paths connecting the same entity
pair usually have different semantic relationships. Generally, they are of different importance in describing
the taste of the user for the item. The importance of these paths is distinguished and the prediction rating is
obtained by synthesizing the reasoning results of these paths. This reasoning process has better interpretability.
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Figure 2: A partial diagram of knowledge graph

KGRS model is to use deep learning to simulate the reasoning process of these paths, and then
distinguish the importance of these paths, and finally integrate the reasoning semantics of these paths to get
the prediction ratings.
3.2 Reasoning Paths Embedding Generation Based on TransD
The great breakthrough of deep learning in natural language processing, image processing and other
fields is largely due to its strong representation learning ability in the field. Therefore, we get the knowledge
graph reasoning path embedding based on the knowledge representation learning TransD algorithm. Given
the triples (h, r, t) in TransD, two projection matrices M rh and M rt sum of head entities and tail entities are
respectively set in TransD model. The specific definitions are as follows:
M rh = l rp l hp + I d ×k

(1)

M rt = l rp lt p + I d ×k

(2)
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where l h , lt ∈ R d , l r ∈ R k , the subscript p represents that the vector is a projection vector. Obviously, it is related
to the entities and relationships. Finally, the following loss functions are defined in the TransD model:

f r (h,t ) =|| l h M rh + l r + lt M rt ||L1 / L 2

(3)

Through TransD training for all triples, each entity K can be represented as a vector ek . The embedded
representation of the m-th path of entity pair u-i is shown in Eq. (4).
pathuim = [euim1 , euim2 ,..., euimn ,...]

(4)

where euimn is the embedding vector representing the n-th entity in the m-th path from user u to item i.
3.3 Recommendation Generation by Hybridizing TransD and LSTM
In this part, KGRS first captures the reasoning semantics of paths through LSTM (long short term memory)
[23] and soft attention [24], then distinguishes the importance of different reasoning semantics of paths
through convolution and maxpooling operations. Finally, it uses the full connection aggregation pooling
vector to generate the prediction ratings through sigmoid function.
There is a reasoning path “u186→i540→g3→i322”, which means that user u186 likes movie i540,
movie i540 belongs to g3 genre, movie i322 also belongs to g3 genre, so user u186 may also like movie
i322. The reasoning process is obtained step by step, and the semantics of reasoning can be captured by
RNN (recurrent neural network). We choose the improved network model of LSTM which effectively
solves RNN gradient disappearance and gradient explosion.
In order to avoid over-fitting, we use only one LSTM capture semantics for all paths. When the
embedded path pathuim vector is input into LSTM, the reasoning semantics of every iteration in LSTM
reasoning can be obtained, and the output semantics of entity to the m-th path of entity pair u-i, can be
expressed as Eq. (5).

huim = [huim1 , huim2 ,..., huimn ,...]

(5)

In order to make the semantics of the final reasoning more relevant to the reasoning semantics of each
iteration in the reasoning process, we use the attention mechanism. We chose the soft attention mechanism.
In this layer, we can get the influence degree of the semantics of each iteration of LSTM on the semantics
of the last iteration, and summarize the final semantics of this path. Suppose there is the m-th path of entity
pair u-i, and the attention weight Wuimn of the n-th iterative reasoning semantics of LSTM can be obtained
by Eq. (6) and Eq. (7).

suimn = huiml • huimn
Wuimn =

∑

(6)

exp( suimn )

l

k =1

(7)

exp( suimk )

The final semantics of this path after being processed by soft attention can be obtained by Eq. (8).
l

pruim = ∑ huimnWuimn

(8)

n =1

In order to distinguish the different importance of path reasoning semantics, we choose convolution
operation and pooling operation. First, we combine the reasoning semantic vectors of all paths to form the
whole reasoning semantics. Then the key semantic information is obtained by convolution operation
according to different modes. Finally, in order to obtain the most important or comprehensive features of
vectors, we choose the pooling operation. Experiments show that maxpooling is better than avgpooling.
We choose maxpooling pool operation. Finally, through the full connection layer to gather the pooling
vectors of all paths, and through sigmoid function to generate the prediction rating KGRS of entity pair u-i.
ui
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The results can be obtained from Eq. (9), where cnv, mpooling and con of cnv_mpooling_con represent
convolution operation, maxpooling operation and full connection operation, respectively.
1
KGRS ui =
(9)
-cnv_mpooling_con([ prui1 ,..., pruin ,...])
1+ e
4 Experiment and Analysis Results
4.1 Dataset
The dataset used in this article is the movielens-100k dataset. On this basis, we crawled to the movie
genre, director, actor information on IMDB. The crawled information is used as the auxiliary information
of the movie. The auxiliary information expands the knowledge base, so that the knowledge graph can get
better performance.
The movielens-100k dataset contains 943 users, 1682 movies and 100000 ratings. After removing the
movies not on IMDB, the data is shown in Tab. 1. After mapping these data to the knowledge graph, there
are 7746 entities, 8 relationships and 202183 triples. The triples do not contain the triples of the relationship
between the positive sample set in the test set.
Table 1: All data removes the data after the movie is not on IMDB
Data name

Number

users
movies
ratings
directors
actors
genres

943
1675
99975
1154
3948
26

4.2 Data Partitioning
In our experiment, we did not consider the rating value, that is, if the user has a rating for a movie. We
assume that the user likes the movie, and the rating is set to 1. Otherwise, the movie rating set to 0.
In order to make the experiment comparable, we use the same training set and test set for all models.
The positive samples of the training set and the test set are obtained by splitting 99975 rating data with
auxiliary information in a ratio of 4:1. The positive sample of the test set is used to check whether the items
in the recommended list generated by KGRS are accurate.
For the selection of negative samples in the training set, we randomly select movies that users have no
rating. In order to make KGRS learn more negative sample information, the negative samples count we
extract for each user is 120% of the positive samples count in the training set.
Because some negative samples are randomly selected as the training set, if these negative samples
are not included in the test set. Compared with other methods, the test set may contain fewer negative
samples and the prediction results are not true. In order to avoid such a situation, we will use all samples
except the positive samples in the training set as the test set.
4.3 Path Extraction
The paper [17] has proved that the shorter path is more important to the recommendation result, and
the noise will be introduced when the path length exceeds 5. In order to speed up the process of path
extraction and training, this paper only mines 5 shortest paths for each entity pair u-i, that is, 5 paths with
length of 3 at most.
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4.4 Evaluating Indicator
The evaluation indicators we used include precision@N and MMR@N . precision@N which represent
the mean value of the probability that the first N items of each user’s recommendation list appear in the
positive samples of the test set. The N value of precision@N includes 1, 5 and 10.
MMR@N definition is shown in Eq. (10).

MMR@N =

1
N

1
i =1 v j ∈test( ui ) rank(ui , v j )
N

∑ ∑

(10)

where we set n to 10, v j is the item that appears correctly in the top-N recommendation list in the positive
sample of the test set. rank(ui , v j ) represents the number of v j positions in the user ui recommendation list.
4.5 Model Setting
Considering the uncertainty of the number of all user-item paths, using the same pooling window and
pooling step size in pooling operation will cause data dimension inconsistency. Therefore, it is necessary
to dynamically adjust the pooling window and the pooling step size according to the number of paths, both
of which are (paths_size, 1).
The number of hidden units of LSTM is set to 64, number of convolution kernels set to 1, the size of
convolution kernel is set to 1x5, TransD embedding size set to 100 dimensions and the learning rate is set
to 0.1. The optimization method adopts SGD.
4.6 Experimental Results and Analysis
The comparative baseline models include GraphLF (graph latent factor) [25], CKE (collaborative
knowledge base embedding) [26], and the recently advanced interpretable recommendation methods:
RKGE model, RppleNet. The experimental results are shown in Tab. 2. It can be seen that the recommended
accuracy of KGRS proposed in this paper is the highest among all comparison models. In the case of good
interpretability at the same time, the recent advanced interpretable recommendation algorithms RippleNet
and RKGE recommendation efficiency is far lower than KGRS. It is proved that our model is advanced.
Compared with the related models, KGRS increased 37.59%, 26.25%, 18.23% and 25.51% respectively in
precision@1, precision@5, precision@10 and MRR@10.The interpretability of KGRS is well described in
Section 3. According to the above analysis, KGRS has good recommendation interpretation and higher
recommendation accuracy.
Table 2: Experimental comparison result
Methods

GraphLF

CKE

RippleNet

RKGE

KGRS

Improve

precision@1
precision@5
precision@10
MRR@10

0.1069
0.0360
0.0581
0.1524

0.0954
0.0781
0.0682
0.2440

0.1548
0.1379*
0.1300*
0.4108*

0.1580*
0.1094
0.0956
0.3399

0.2174
0.1741
0.1537
0.5156

37.59%
26.25%
18.23%
25.51%
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Figure 3: (a) Change of precision@N during KGRS training; (b) Changes of MRR@10 during KGRS
training; (c) The change of training set accuracy in KGRS training
The training process of KGRS is shown in Fig. 3. It can be found that MRR@10 and precision@N are
the best when epoch is about 6. After that, the accuracy of the training set is still rising, while the accuracy
of the test set fluctuates downward, and begins to over-fitting.
5 Conclusion
KGRS is proposed in this paper. In KGRS, the reasoning in the knowledge graph is simulated by deep
learning to get the prediction rating, and then the final recommendation list is obtained by ranking a user’s
preference from high to low. The experimental results show that compared with the recently advanced
interpretable models RKGE and RippleNet, KGRS has higher recommendation accuracy and advanced
nature. In the future, we will try to add information such as movie posters into the recommendation system.
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